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IUScholarWorks is
Open Access Institutional Repository
  Previously published
  Conference works + unpublished scholarly works
  Lectures
  Data

Open Access Journal Publishing
  Management of editorial processes
  Robust publishing platform

Copyright / Intellectual Property Consultation

Data Curation Consultation

Archiving & Preservation of IU Research
IUScholarWorks

makes your research
freely and broadly available
worldwide audience
more findable
archived
preserved
permanent URL
& you retain your copyrights
Why Use IUScholarWorks?

Increases research impact; accelerates research
Smart self-archiving
Current economic situation unsustainable
Remove permission and price barriers
Fulfills mandates from funding sources or institutions (e.g., NIH)
Compatibility with peer review
More control over what copyrights are held by the author and given to users
Caveats

Must have the right to deposit

IUScholarWorks non-exclusive license

Withdrawal of content not allowed
Archiving & Preservation

obsolete file formats
file format consultation
‘handle’ standard URL system
removal of material very difficult
stable university systems
we are a trusted partner
http://scholarworks.iu.edu
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